
            Racquet  Stringing  

   

 

Things to think about when getting your racquet strung? 
 

 

Tension: Every racquet has a recommended range. You should string within this range, but if you 

want more control string on the tighter side and if you want more power string the racquet looser. 

 
String Gauge: This has to do with the thickness of the string. The thinner the string the better 

playability, but they break more often. If you do not break strings more than once every few months or 

never at all you should think about using a 17g instead of a 16g. 

 
Type of String: 3 types of string:  

• Synthetic Gut:  Good inexpensive string. 

• Multi-filament: Soft string that is easy on the arm and has great feel. 

• Polyester string: Durable string designed for big hitters.  

 
Synthetic Gut String Options                          Prices 
Babolat Spiral Tek (17):  Durable core wrapped in ultra-flexible filaments.  ................................. on sale $21 + tax 

Wilson Synthetic Gut (16): Solid core synthetic gut with Duraflex for added pop and protection .................$27 + tax 

Wilson Sensation Plus (16): All the great features of regular Sensation with more control and durability ......$34 + tax 

 

 

 

Multi-filament String Options                          Prices 
Babolat Addiction (16, 17): Multifilament with good pocketing and a comfortable and crisp feel ................ $36 + tax  

Babolat Xcel (16):  One of the softest, arm-friendly strings available.  Impressive, soft & lively .....$40 + tax 

Wilson NXT (16):   The original premium soft multifilament. Plays the most like Gut! ....................$42 + tax 

Wilson NXT Comfort (16):  It offers optimal comfort, touch, power, and feel!...............................................$42 + tax 

Yonex Tour Super 850 (16): Soft arm friendly multifilament provides excellent control ................................$37 + tax 

 

 

Polyester String Options                               Prices 
Babolat Origin (17):  Unique blend of comfort & controllable power, normally $44. ...........  on sale $29 + tax 

Babolat RPM Team (17):  Co-poly with great blend of spin, precision, & durability ...................................$35 + tax 

Babolat RPM Blast (17):  This low-powered poly is extremely spin-friendly & durability .........................$35 + tax 

Head Lynx (16):   This co-poly is perfect for players with long, fast strokes ...................................$34 + tax 

Head Hawk (17):   Firm low powered monofilament with great control and spin ............................$35 + tax 

Head Sonic Pro (16,17):  Soft poly string; considered a great control sting ................................................$38 + tax 

Luxilon 4G (16):   Poly with good playability and softer feel ...........................................................$38 + tax 

Luxilon 4G Soft (16):  Softer, but still firm and for players who make their own power ........................$38 + tax 

Luxilon ALU Power (16):  Enables you to take huge cuts at the ball without losing control.........................$38 + tax 

Wilson Duo Control Hybrid (16): NXT Control & Lux 4 provides exceptional control and comfort ......................$36 + tax 

Wilson Duo Power Hybrid (16): NXT Power & ALU Power blends the comfort and power.................................$36 + tax 

 

48 hour stringing turnaround guaranteed when needed 

 

 

     See Back  



Other Pro Shop Services 
 

 

 

Stringing (labor only) .............................................................. $22.00 

 

Rush Turnaround (less than 48 hours) ..................................... $10.00 

 

Grip Build Up .......................................................................... $20.00 

 

Grommet Replacement (labor only) ........................................ $10.00 

 

Grommets (parts and labor) ..................................................... $30.00 

 

Tubing (free if under 4, otherwise you need new grommets) .... $0.00  

 

New Grip (labor included) ....................................................... $10.00 

 

Over Grip (labor included) ........................................................ $6.50

     

Lead Tape .................................................................................. $8.00 

 

Head Tape .................................................................................. $8.00 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Shellaberger Tennis Center 
1600 St. Michael’s Drive 

Santa Fe, NM 87505 

(505) 473-6144 

www.shellabergertennis.com 

http://www.shellabergertennis.com/

